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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new velocity–azimuth display (VAD)-based dealiasing method developed for automated radar radial velocity data quality control to satisfy the high-quality standard and efficiency required
by operational radar data assimilation. The method is built on an alias-robust velocity–azimuth display
(AR-VAD) analysis. It upgrades and simplifies the previous three-step dealiasing method in three major
aspects. First, the AR-VAD is used with sufficiently stringent threshold conditions in place of the original
modified VAD for the preliminary reference check to produce alias-free seed data in the first step. Second, the
AR-VAD is more accurate than the traditional VAD for the refined reference check in the original second
step, so the original second step becomes unnecessary and is removed. Third, a block-to-point continuity
check procedure is developed, in place of the point-to-point continuity check in the original third step, which
serves to enhance the use of the available seed data in a properly enlarged block area around each flagged data
point that is being checked with multiple threshold conditions to avoid false dealiasing. The new method has
been tested extensively with aliased radial velocity data collected under various weather conditions, including
hurricane high-wind conditions. The robustness of the new method is exemplified by the results tested with
three cases. The limitations of the new method and possible improvements are discussed.

1. Introduction
It is well known in radar meteorology that there is a
maximum velocity, called the Nyquist velocity y N, beyond which the measured radial velocities are aliased
back into the Nyquist interval between 6y N (Doviak
and Zrnić 2006, section 3.6). Radar radial velocity aliasing usually can be detected from abrupt velocity changes
of about 2yN between neighboring measurements, but
correcting aliased velocities is nontrivial and often requires
additional independent wind information to provide some
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reference points (Ray and Ziegler 1977; Hennington
1981; Bergen and Brown 1980; Bergen and Albers 1988).
Because aliasing can occur in countless different ways
and the aliasing scenarios can be extremely complex,
considerable efforts have been made in developing various techniques to correct aliased velocities (Eilts and
Smith 1990; Jing and Wiener 1993; Yamada and Chong
1999; James and Houze 2001; Tabary et al. 2001; Gong
et al. 2003; Haase and Landelius 2004; Gao et al. 2004;
Zhang and Wang 2006; Zhu and Gong 2006). The techniques developed thus far, however, are still not sufficiently robust to deal with every severely aliased situation
and correct or flag all aliased radar radial velocities. On
the radar engineering side, the staggered pulse repetition
time (PRT) technique (Torres et al. 2004; also see Doviak
and Zrnić 2006, section 7.4.3) can be implemented to
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mitigate the velocity aliasing problem and extend the
unambiguous range. At the lowest few elevations, however, a uniform PRT is required for effective ground
clutter filtering. For this reason, and to mitigate the
range folding, the phase-coding technique (Frush et al.
2002) has been recently implemented on the uniform
PRT. Because of this, radar velocity aliasing will remain
a serious problem for low-elevation scans (because of the
use of uniform PRT).
Radar data quality control is critical for radar data assimilation, and dealiasing is an important and yet often very
difficult part of radar data quality control. The dealiasing
technique (Eilts and Smith 1990) used on Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) radars [the
Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD) network]
for processing real-time radar data was developed primarily for visual and certain quantitative applications, with
considerable tolerance for bad or poor quality data, to
retain the original data coverage as much as possible.
Therefore, the processed data often do not satisfy the highquality standard required by data assimilation at the National Centers of Environmental Prediction (NCEP). This
problem is common for most dealiasing techniques developed thus far, especially for those designed primarily for
visual applications. Striving to meet the need of radar data
assimilation, Gong et al. (2003) developed a three-step
dealiasing method. In this method, the modified velocity–
azimuth display (VAD) technique (Mod-VAD) of Tabary
et al. (2001) was adopted and applied to raw (aliased)
velocity data to estimate horizontal vector velocities
averaged on selected range circles of radar scans. These
velocities were used as preliminary references for predealiasing. Then, the traditional VAD analysis (Lhermitte
and Atlas 1961; Browning and Wexler 1968) was applied to
the pre-dealiased velocity data to produce refined reference radial velocities for dealiasing in the second step.
After these two steps, the dealiased velocities along the
boundary of each flagged area were used as starting points
for the point-to-point continuity check in the third step.
The above Mod-VAD-based three-step dealiasing
method was successfully tested with many cases of
aliased radar radial velocity observations, including difficult cases of severely aliased radial velocity observations collected during tornadic storms. The method was
later included in a package for radar radial velocity
quality control (Zhang et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2005a, 2009)
and delivered to NCEP for operational tests to satisfy
the radar data assimilation need. During the operational
tests, some particularly difficult cases were encountered
in which the three-step method failed to detect or correct severely aliased radial velocities. Having diagnosed
the failures in detail, the following two reasons have
been identified. (i) The Mod-VAD adopted in the first

step is not sufficiently robust to deal with severely aliased
radial velocities [because of the weaknesses explained in
the introduction of Xu et al. (2010)], and the dealiasing
threshold condition used in this step is not sufficiently
stringent to avoid false dealiasing, especially when the
Mod-VAD fails to perform well at too many vertical levels
to yield a reliable vertical profile of VAD wind. In many
cases, the Mod-VAD failed badly or even completely, and
some of the failures were reported in Xu et al. (2010, see
the last paragraphs of sections 3.3, 4.2 and 4.3 therein). (ii)
The point-to-point continuity check in the third step requires seed data in the neighborhood area of each flagged
data point that is being checked, so it cannot pass an area
that has no seed datum within five gates along the previous
and current beams from the flagged data point. Here, by
definition, seed data are those that pass all of the threshold
conditions in the previous step. Additionally, the dealiasing
threshold condition used by the point-to-point continuity
check is also not sufficiently stringent, so a falsely dealiased
radial velocity can occasionally pass the threshold condition to yield a false seed datum, and thus can cause continued false dealiasing in subsequently checked areas.
To eliminate the above sources of false dealiasing,
the recently developed alias-robust VAD technique
(AR-VAD; Xu et al. 2010) is used in this paper to replace
the Mod-VAD for the preliminary reference check in the
first step. After this, the traditional VAD analysis and
refined reference check in the second step become unnecessary, and thus can be bypassed. In addition, a
block-to-point continuity check is designed to replace the
point-to-point continuity check in the third step of the
previous three-step dealiasing method. With these major
upgrades, the performance and robustness of the method
are greatly improved. The new method is described in the
next section. Three examples are presented in section 3 to
show the robustness of the new method. The limitations of
this new AR-VAD-based method and possible improvements are discussed with the conclusions in section 4.

2. Description of the method
a. Data preprocessing
When the AR-VAD (Xu et al. 2010) is used to estimate the vertical profile of the horizontal vector wind,
denoted by (u0, y 0), averaged over the horizontal area
covered by the radar radial velocity observations, the
VAD wind direction is derived from the two zero points
of yr(f) that are searched and estimated on each qualified vertical level [see section 4.3 of Xu et al. (2010) for
the qualification criteria], where y r(f) denotes the true
radial velocity as a function of the azimuthal angle f
(clockwise with respect to the y coordinate pointing to
the north). In the presence of aliasing, the observed
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radial velocities can become nearly zero over a small
azimuthal range, which often contains an aliased zero
point. The absolute value of the azimuthal derivative estimated at such an aliased zero point should be smaller
than that estimated at the true zero point (where the azimuthal derivative has the same sign as that at the aliased
zero point), and this criterion can be used to distinguish the
two true zero points from aliased zero points (see appendix
A of Xu et al. 2010). Occasionally, however, observed
radial velocities can be contaminated (by ground clutter,
especially in the presence of anomalous propagation,
though for reasons not completely clear) to become falsely
near zero (,1.5 m s21) over an azimuthally extended
sector (.208), and thereby interfere in the search for the
true zero points. Thus, before the first step starts, the data
need to be preprocessed to not only remove isolated data
points (as in Gong et al. 2003) but also flag large sector
areas where the observed radial velocities are near zero.
The preprocessing contains the following four substeps:
1) Check and remove isolated observations over each
tilt by the following two sweeping procedures. In the
first procedure, an observation is considered to be an
isolated one and thus removed if there are no more
than three other observations available in the 3Dr 3
38 box area centered on this observation point, where
Dr (5250 m) is the range gate spacing. In the second
procedure, an observation is considered to be an
isolated one and is removed if there is no other observation in the 3Dr 3 38 box area centered on this
observation point. This step was adopted from Bergen
and Albers (1988) and used in the previous three-step
method (Gong et al. 2003).
2) Check and remove isolated data pairs (which are
most likely contaminated by flying objects, such as
airplanes) along each circle of fixed range distance
from the radar. Such a circle will be called the ‘‘range
circle’’ (or simply ‘‘circle’’ hereafter). After all of the
isolated observations are removed in the above substep 1, an observation must belong to an isolated pair,
and this pair should be removed if there is only one
other observation in the 628 vicinity of this observation point along the circle. This substep is new.
3) Check and remove nearly empty range circles that are
most likely contaminated by the range folding. A range
circle is considered to be nearly empty if it contains no
more than four observations. This substep is also new.
Substeps 1, 2, and 3 apply to all data, and their rejected
data will not be used in any subsequent steps.
4) Check each 5Dr 3 218 box area (centered on each observation point) over each tilt, and flag all of the observations in the box area if more than 75% of the
observations in the box are smaller than 1.5 m s21.

FIG. 1. Main flowchart for the new VAD-based method.

Then, check each circle and flag all of the observations
in the circle if more than 10 continuously distributed
observations are smaller than 0.5 m s21 or more than
20 observations are smaller than 0.5 m s21. This substep is new and is designed to flag near-zero radial
velocity sectors for the reason explained above.
The above four substeps are shown by the first two boxes
in the main flowchart plotted in Fig. 1. Note that the
flagged observations by substep 4 will not be used to
estimate the VAD parameters but will be used together
with all of the nonflagged as input radial velocity data
for the reference check after the VAD parameters are
estimated. Thus, the raw data must pass all of the above
four substeps before they can be used by AR-VAD analysis to estimate the three VAD parameters for the subsequent reference check, and this is indicated by the arrow
labeled with (a0, u0, y 0) from the fourth to the fifth box in
Fig. 1. However, the input radial velocity observations
(denoted by y or ) for the reference check only need to pass
the above substeps 1–3; this is shown by the long bypassing
arrow labeled with (y or ) on the right-hand side of Fig. 1.

b. First step: Reference check based on alias-robust
VAD analysis
In this step, the AR-VAD is used to estimate the
vertical profile of the parameters averaged over the
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horizontal area covered by the radar radial velocity observations. The parameters estimated by the AR-VAD
from a selected range circle include not only the averaged horizontal vector wind (u0, y 0) in the first-order
harmonic term but also the entire zeroth-order harmonic
term, parameterized by a0, in the truncated Fourier expansion of the VAD-parameterized radial velocity [see
Eq. (2)]. As described in appendix B of Xu et al. (2010),
these three parameters are estimated at each qualified
vertical level by using all of the observations from the
qualified and semiqualified range circles on different
tilts. The vertical level (beam height) is computed by
considering the effects of the standard atmospheric refraction and the earth’s curvature [see (2.28b) of Doviak
and Zrnić 2006]. The searching procedure for qualified
vertical levels starts from z 5 250 m above the radar site
and goes up with an increment of Dz 5 50 m. The starting level of z 5 250 m is selected empirically to avoid
possible ground clutter contamination. The vertical increment of Dz 5 50 m is the same as that used by the
Mod-VAD for the reference check in the previous threestep method (Gong et al. 2003) and is found to be still
adequate and efficient for the AR-VAD-based reference check in this paper. Based on our additional tests
(not shown), reducing Dz (to 25 m) does not yield any
significant improvement or change for the reference
check, but it does reduce the computational efficiency.
To avoid possible contamination caused by ground
clutter residuals, no qualified or semiqualified range circle should be selected from the lowest tilt (u ’ 0.58), even
if the radar volumetric scan contains a very limited
number of tilts [such as the operational scan mode volume coverage pattern (VCP)32 that has only five tilts
at 0.58, 1.58, 2.58, 3.58, and 4.58 for clear weather]. Excluding the lowest tilt may not be sufficient by itself to
avoid contamination caused by ground clutter residuals
(especially in the presence of terrain and anomalous
propagation). However, because near-zero radial velocity areas (including those caused by ground clutter in
the presence of terrain and anomalous propagation)
have been largely removed by the preprocessing (see
section 2a), we have not seen any significant problem by
excluding only the lowest tilt (for VCP32) from the tests
performed thus far (see the first paragraph of section 3).
Nevertheless, if the radar volumetric scan contains a
large number of tilts (such as the scan mode VCP11 or
VCP12, with 14 tilts from 0.58 to 19.58 for convective
precipitation, or scan mode VCP21, with nine tilts from
0.58 to 19.58 for stratiform precipitation), then it will be
safe to not select either a qualified or semiqualified
range circle from the tilts below 4.08. This enhanced restriction (for VCP11, VCP12, and VCP21) is new and
was not reported in appendix B of Xu et al. (2010) for

the AR-VAD. Additionally, the following two additional restrictions are imposed to avoid large gaps and
large jumps in the estimated vertical profile of (u0, y 0):
(i) The searching procedure will stop and will not restart at a higher level [see the end of step III in
appendix B of Xu et al. (2010)] if no qualified vertical level is found within 2 km above the previous
qualified vertical level.
(ii) If a qualified vertical level is found within 2 km
above the previous qualified vertical level, then the
estimated (u0, v0) at this vertical level is acceptable
only if its difference, denoted by (Du0, Dv0), from
that estimated at the previous qualified vertical
level satisfies
max(jDu0 j, jDy 0 j) , 6 m s1 .

(1)

If the threshold condition in (1) is not satisfied, then
the searching procedure will also stop and will not
get to the next higher level.
The threshold condition in (1) is independent of the
gap between the two qualified vertical levels, but the gap
can neither be smaller than 50 m nor larger than 2 km.
By restricting the change of (u0, y 0) over each vertical
gap, this threshold condition avoids inaccurate or unreliable reference radial velocities computed by interpolating (u0, y 0) to the observation points within the gap
(between the two adjacent qualified vertical levels). The
threshold value (6 m s21) in (1) is set empirically and
conservatively. This setting has passed all of the tests
performed thus far (see the first paragraph of section 3),
although the selected value or even the form of (1) could
be fine-tuned for each type of scenario or application.
It may occasionally reject valid estimates of (u0, y 0) in
a layer of strong vertical shear, but this is the price paid
for safeguarding to avoid any unreal large jumps in the
estimated vertical profile of (u0, y 0). The AR-VAD
analysis and vertical continuity check are shown by the
third and fourth boxes, respectively, in the main flowchart plotted for the new method in Fig. 1.
To search for qualified vertical levels, the procedure
starts from the lowest vertical level (at z 5 250 m above
the radar site) and goes upward every Dz 5 50 m until
no qualified vertical level can be found within 2 km above
the previous qualified vertical level. The procedure does
not restart beyond 2 km above the previous qualified
vertical level, and this modifies the procedure in appendix B of Xu et al. (2010). Therefore, the VAD parameters (a0, u0, and y 0) estimated at the qualified vertical
levels are ensured to have no vertical gap larger than
2 km. As explained earlier, this upper limit for the vertical gap is prerequired by the threshold condition in (1).
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Because the estimated VAD parameters are not interpolated across a vertical gap larger than 2 km, they may
sometimes cover only a small vertical range, and their
produced reference radial velocities may cover a very
limited radial range, especially as u becomes large. In
this case, according to our extensive tests, the reference
check in the first step still can provide enough seed data
for the block-to-point check in the second step.
Once the VAD parameters (a0, u0, y 0) estimated at the
qualified vertical levels are interpolated to the vertical
level of a selected range circle on a given tilt, the reference radial velocity is computed at each observation
point on the selected range circle by the following relationship [see (2) of Xu et al. 2010]:

addition, the alias correction threshold used by the reference check here is more stringent than used by the
reference check in the three-step method (Gong et al.
2003). In particular, the Nyquist folding number is estimated by

5 a0 1 cosu(u0 sinf 1 y 0 cosu),
y ref1
r

jyor  y ref1
r j# y N /4.

(2)

where ( )0 denotes the averaged value of ( ) over the
horizontal area covered by the radar radial velocity observations, a 5 (w 2 wT) sinu 1 r cos2u(›u/›x 1 ›y/›y)/2,
u is the elevation angle, r is the radial range of the circle,
w is the air motion vertical velocity, wT is the downward
hydrometeor’s terminal fall velocity, and ›u/›x 1 ›y/›y
is the divergence of the horizontal wind. Strictly speaking, in (2) u should be the slope angle of the beam relative to the earth’s surface beneath the measurement
point that deviates gradually away from the elevation
angle as r increases from zero resulting from the atmospheric refraction and the earth’s curvature [see (9.9) of
Doviak and Zrnić 2006]. However, because (2) is also
used by the AR-VAD to estimate a0 and (u0, y 0), the
reference radial velocity y rref1 computed by (2) from the
estimated a0 and (u0, y 0) is along the same beam, and
thus must be exactly at the same beam height as the
observed radial velocity y or that is being checked. It is
thus unnecessary to know the beam height for the reference check. In this sense, the reference check is not
affected by the atmospheric refraction and the earth’s
curvature.
The computed y r is used for the reference check. The
check goes through each data point along each circle,
from the smallest circle on each tilt until it reaches the
largest radial range (corresponding to the top vertical
level attained by the VAD analysis) or the cut-off radial
range (r 5 30 km if u ’ 0.58, or r 5 80 km if u $ 18),
whichever is reached first. The cut-off radial ranges are
new for the reference check in this paper, and they are
imposed to avoid possible false dealiasing (caused by
the deteriorated validity of the VAD uniform-wind
assumption at an increasingly far radial range in a scenario of strongly nonuniform wind). Their values are
tuned and selected based on our extensive tests of the
new method (see the first paragraph of section 3). In

 yor )/2y N ],
N 5 Int[(yref1
r

(3)

where Int[( )/2y N] represents the nearest integer of
( )/2y N, y or is the observed radial velocity, and y N is the
Nyquist velocity. If N 5 0, then the observed radial velocity needs no correction, but it is accepted as a seed
datum only if it satisfies
(4)

If N 6¼ 0, then the radial velocity is corrected from yor to
o
y o1
r (5y r 1 2Ny N), but the correction is accepted as a
new seed datum (in place of the original y or ) only if it
satisfies
ref1
jy o1
r  y r j # y N /4.

(5)

The threshold value of y N/4 used in (4) and (5) is smaller
and thus more stringent than the commonly used threshold value of y N/2 (Hennington 1981; James and Houze
2001; Gong et al. 2003). If neither (4) nor (5) are satisfied,
then the data point is flagged and the check proceeds to
the next data point. The accepted observations and corrections by the reference check within the cut-off radial
ranges (30 km for u ’ 0.58 and 80 km for u $ 18) will be
used as seed data for the block-to-point continuity check
in the next step.
In the previous three-step dealiasing method, the
Mod-VAD was adopted to estimate the horizontal vector wind (u0, y 0), but it could not estimate a0, so y rref1
was computed approximately by setting a0 5 0 in (2)
for the preliminary reference check in the first step.
After this step, the traditional VAD analysis was applied
to the dealiased data to estimate (u0, y 0) together with
a0. These three estimated parameters were then used for
the refined reference check in the second step. As explained in Gong et al. (2003), the quality of the refined
reference check depended critically on the accuracy of
the estimated (u0, y 0) and a0, while the latter depended
critically on the quality of the dealiased data obtained
by the preliminary reference check by using y rref1 computed approximately from the crudely estimated (u0, y 0)
by the Mod-VAD. Because of this, the dealiased data
on each selected circle in the first step were further
checked and reselected through additional quality controls and then used to produce traditional VAD analysis
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1) Search for seed data backward toward the radar up
to 40 gates (10 km, not including the current gate)
along each of the 11 beams in the 658 vicinity of the
current flagged data point. If there are no more than
40 seed data, then the flag remains and the process
goes to the next flagged data point. If there are 40 or
more seed data, then compute the mean radial velocity from the searched seed data and use it as the
reference, denoted by yrref2, to check the flagged
radial velocity yor . If the flagged radial velocity y or satisfies
jy or  y ref2
r j # y N /2,

(6)

then the flagged data point is turned into a seed data
point and the process goes to the next flagged data
point. Otherwise, compute the Nyquist folding number
by using (3) with y rref1 replaced by y rref2, and then coro
rect the flagged radial velocity from y or to y o2
r (5y r 1
o2
2Ny N). If the correction yr does not satisfy following
threshold condition:
FIG. 2. Flowchart for the reference check in the first step.
ref2
jy o2
r  y r j# y N /2,

for the refined reference check in the second step (see
Gong et al. 2003, section 2c). The AR-VAD estimates
(u0, y 0) together with a0 directly, and the analysis is more
accurate than not only the Mod-VAD analysis in the
first step, but also the traditional VAD analysis in the
second step of the previous three-step method. When
the AR-VAD is used in place of the Mod-VAD in the
first step, the refined reference check in the original
second step becomes redundant and is thus removed
from the new method. The flowchart for the reference
check in the first step is shown in Fig. 2, while the reference check is performed through the third box from
the bottom of the main flowchart in Fig. 1.

c. Second step: Block-to-point continuity check
In this second step, a block-to-point continuity check
is used to replace the point-to-point continuity check
in the original third step of the three-step dealiasing
method. The check performs two procedures—clockwise
and counterclockwise—in parallel on each tilt. The clockwise (counterclockwise) procedure goes clockwise (counterclockwise) along each circle (starting from f 5 0) and
processed circle-by-circle from the smallest circle to the
largest circle on each tilt. The procedure searches for
flagged data points clockwise (counterclockwise) along
each circle. No action is taken at a nonflagged data point.
Once a flagged point is found, this point is checked
through the following two substeps:

(7)

then the flag remains and the process goes to the next
flagged data point. If the correction y o2
r satisfies (7),
then it needs additional checks in next substep.
2) Perform the following three additional checks of y o2
r
in parallel:
(i) Search for the first seed datum along the current
beam backward toward the radar up to 10 gates
from the current gate. If such a seed datum is
found, denoted by y rseed1, and y ro2 satisfies
seed1
j # max(yN /3, 6 m s1 ),
jyo2
r  yr

(8)

then this first check is passed. Otherwise, the
check fails.
(ii) Search for the first seed datum along the current
circle backward counterclockwise (or clockwise) up to 58 from the current azimuth angle. If
such a seed datum is found, denoted by yrseed2, and
y o2
r satisfies
seed2
j # max(yN /4, 5 m s1 ),
jyo2
r  yr

(9)

then this second check is passed. Otherwise, the
check fails.
(iii) Search for the first seed datum along the previous
circle forward clockwise (or counterclockwise) up
to 58 from the current azimuth angle. If such a seed
datum is found, denoted by y rseed3, and y o2
r satisfies
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3. Applications to radar observations

FIG. 3. Flowchart for the clockwise (or counterclockwise) procedure
of the block-to-point continuity check in the second step.

seed3
jyo2
j # max(yN /4, 5 m s1 ),
r  yr

(10)

then this third check is passed. Otherwise, the
check fails.
If two or all the above three additional checks are
passed, then the corrected radial velocity y o2
r is
accepted as a new seed datum (in place of the
original y or ), and the data point is deflagged at this
stage for the clockwise (or counterclockwise)
procedure only. Otherwise, the flag remains and
the process goes to the next flagged data point.
After the clockwise and counterclockwise procedures
go in parallel through the entire tilt, the results from
the two procedures are compared to mutually recheck
all of the corrections y o2
r . If two identical (or different)
corrections are made and accepted by the two procedures at the same data point, then these corrections
pass (or fail to pass) the recheck. If only one correction is made and accepted (by one procedure), then
this correction passes the recheck (although this data
point is flagged by another procedure). As soon as all
of the corrections are rechecked, the block-to-point
continuity check is done for the current tilt and proceeds to the next higher tilt until it goes through the
entire volume. The flowchart for the clockwise (or
counterclockwise) procedure of the block-to-point continuity check in the second step is shown in Fig. 3, while
the block-to-point continuity check is performed through
the last two boxes of the main flowchart in Fig. 1.

The new method has been tested successfully with
12 900 volumes of radial velocity observations scanned
by six National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/National Weather Service (NWS) operational radars [KINX, KLZK, KSGF, KSRX, KTLX,
and KVNX; see Fig. 2 of Xu et al. (2007b)] in the central
United States during the passage of a severe frontal
storm system over the period from 0000 UTC 20 May
to 2300 UTC 28 May 2005. The method also has been
successfully tested with severely aliased radial velocity
data collected under hurricane high-wind conditions.
These include data collected by the (i) KAKQ (292
volumes from 1158 UTC 18 September to 1208 UTC
19 September 2003), KMHX (280 volumes from 1157 UTC
18 September to 1206 UTC 19 September 2003), and
KRAX (275 volumes from 1159 UTC 18 September to
1207 UTC 19 September 2003) from long-lived Hurricane Isabel that made landfall near Drum Inlet, North
Carolina, on 18–19 September 2003; (ii) KLIX (151
volumes from 0003 to 1349 UTC 29 August 2005),
KMOB (275 volumes from 0003 to 2351 UTC 29 August
2005), and KEVX (175 volumes from 0002 to 1430 UTC
29 August 2005) from Hurricane Katrina that caused
a devastating disaster along the gulf coast and in New
Orleans, Louisiana, on 29 August 2005; and (iii) KHGX
(300 volumes from 0000 to 2300 UTC 13 September
2008) from Hurricane Ike that passed over Houston,
Texas, on 13 September 2008. Three examples are given
in the following subsections to show the performance of
the new AR-VAD-based method. The first example is
a hurricane case. For this case, the performance of the
new method will be analyzed in detail in comparison
with the previous Mod-VAD-based three-step method.
The second example is a squall-line case, and the third
example is a cold front case. For these two cases, the
performances of the new method will be discussed in
comparison with the operational method (Eilts and Smith
1990). The high data quality standard required by radar
data assimilation will be discussed in the last subsction.

a. Hurricane case
Figure 4a is the image of raw radial velocities
scanned at u 5 0.58 by the operational KMHX radar at
2015:46 UTC 18 September 2003 from Hurricane Isabel
near Drum Inlet. The spatial resolutions of the scans were
250 m in the radial direction and 18 in the azimuthal
direction. At this time, the hurricane center (marked by
the blue letter ‘‘C’’ in Fig. 4a) was about 120 km to the
north (in the direction of f ’ 3508) of the KHMX radar.
Even though the Nyquist velocity was as large as y N 5
23.19 m s21, the observed radial velocities were severely
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FIG. 4. (a) Raw level-II Doppler radial velocity image on 0.58
elevation from KMHX radar at 2015 UTC 18 Sep 2003. (b) Dealiased radial velocity image by the new AR-VAD-based method.
(c) Dealiased radial velocity image by the previous Mod-VADbased three-step method. (a) The center of Hurricane Isabel is
marked by the blue letter C and the main aliased velocity areas are
marked by the two white letter ‘‘A’’s. (b) The white letters b1 and
b2 show the flagged (and thus blackened) data areas. (c) The red
sector area marked by the white letter A shows false dealiasing.

aliased in the two main areas (marked by the two white
‘‘A’’s in Fig. 4a)—one is the green area to the east of
the hurricane center, and the other is the red area to the
southwest of the hurricane center. In addition to the
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above two main areas, the observed radial velocities
were also aliased in the three banded green areas to the
east of the radar within 80-km radial range, and in a
narrow red area to the west of the radar within 90-km
radial range. The above aliased velocities were caused
by the intense rotational winds both around and outside
of the hurricane eye.
As explained in section 2b, the reference check goes
from the smallest radial range only up to r 5 30 km on
the lowest tilt (u 5 0.58), and the 30-km-range circle is
shown by the white circle in Fig. 4b. Within this 30-kmrange circle, the aliased radial velocities in the red area
to the northwest of the radar and in the green areas to
the northeast and east of the radar in Fig. 4a are corrected in Fig. 4b. The corrections are made largely by the
reference check in the first step, as revealed by the
partially dealiased image produced at the end of the first
step (not shown). As shown in Fig. 4a, the raw data are
quite noisy and have near-zero values in the immediate
vicinity of the radar within the 15-km range, so they are
not very reliable and are largely removed (blacked as
shown in Fig. 4b) by the preprocessing step (described
in section 2a). The dealiased image outside the 30-kmrange circle in Fig. 4b is produced by the block-to-point
continuity check in the second step. By comparing
Fig. 4b with Fig. 4a, it is easy to see that the aliased radial
velocities in the two main alias areas (marked by the two
white ‘‘A’’s in Fig. 4a) are corrected by the block-topoint check without any false dealiasing. The aliased radial velocities in the banded green areas to the east of the
radar within 80-km radial range in Fig. 4a are also corrected without any false dealiasing.
The corrections made outside the 30-km-range circle
in Fig. 4b demonstrate that the block-to-point continuity
check can go through (or around) most data holes. The
point-to-point continuity check in the previous threestep method (Gong et al. 2003), however, fails to pass
through some large data holes, and even occasionally
produces false dealiasing. Such a failure is evidenced by
the red sector area marked by the white letter A in Fig. 4c.
In terms of passing through data holes and avoiding false
dealiasing, the block-to-point continuity check performs
significantly better and is more robust than the point-topoint continuity check. The improvement comes from the
block-averaged reference (y rref2) and stringent threshold
conditions [see (5)–(9)] used in the design of the block-topoint continuity check, although the design is neither intended nor is it even possible to correct all of the aliased
radial velocities and leaves no flagged data points. Similar
improvements are seen from the dealiased images (not
shown) on all of the remaining tilts above u 5 0.58.
Because the new dealiasing method is developed as
a part of the radar data quality control package for radar
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data assimilation applications, avoiding false dealiasing
is the most important requirement. To meet this requirement, stringent threshold conditions must be used
for alias corrections (see section 2). This will inevitably
compromise the alias correction coverage and thus will
leave some difficult or ambiguous data that are neither
corrected nor deflagged. In particular, the block-topoint continuity check is not able to deflag data points
in an isolated data island or nearly isolated data peninsula (stretched toward the radar) surrounded by extensive data-void areas. In addition, the block-to-point
continuity check goes only one way—outward away
from the radar—in the radial direction, and it searches
for seed data only backward from the current circle
toward the radar up to 10 km (see section 2c). Because
of this, the block-to-point continuity check could not
find enough seed data along the narrow strip data
peninsular from r ’ 35 to 110 km to the west of the
radar (see Fig. 4a). This explains why the data points on
this narrow strip remain flagged, and thus blackened
in Fig. 4b. This narrow strip contains both aliased radial
velocities (in the narrow red area to the west of the
radar within 90-km radial range in Fig. 4a) and nonaliased radial velocities (in the extended green area
over the radial range from 80 to 110 km to the west of
the radar in Fig. 4a). The location of this narrow strip
is marked as ‘‘b1’’ in Fig. 4b. Another flagged and
blackened data area is the nearly disconnected segment
of the hurricane eyewall image along the southern rim
of the hurricane eye in Fig. 4a; this area is marked by
‘‘b2’’ in Fig. 4b.
For the hurricane case exemplified above, the alias
correction coverage can be further improved by relaxing
the cut-off radial range for the reference check in the
first step. In particular, if the cut-off radial range is extended from 30 to 50 km, then the flagged data points
in the blackened area marked b1 in Fig. 4b can be correctly deflagged up to r 5 50 km by the reference check
in the first step, and then to the full radial range of the
narrow strip data peninsula by the block-to-point continuity check in the second step without causing any
false dealiasing (not shown). Although relaxing the cutoff radial range for the reference check can improve the
alias correction coverage in this and many other cases, it
can also occasionally cause false dealiasing. To avoid
false dealiasing, it is necessary to impose a short (30 km)
cut-off radial range on the lowest tilt (u ’ 0.58) and a
limited (80 km) cut-off radial range on the remaining
tilts (u $ 18) for the reference check in the first step. As
explained in section 2b, the cut-off radial ranges used in
this paper are tuned and selected based on our extensive
tests of the new method (as mentioned at the beginning
of this section).
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b. Squall-line case
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the new
method has been successfully tested with 12 900 volumes of radial velocity observations scanned by six operational radars in the central United States during
the passage of a severe frontal squall-line storm system
over the period of 9 days from 20 to 28 May 2005. An
example is shown in Fig. 5a, which is the image of raw
radial velocities scanned at u 5 1.38 by the operational
KINX radar at 0838 UTC 23 May 2005 from the squall
line. The spatial resolutions of the scans were 250 m in
the radial direction and 18 in the azimuthal direction. At
this time, the gust front of the squall line and associated
wind shift zone were moving southeastward and just
passed the radar site. Although the Nyquist velocity was
as large as yN 5 26.3 m s21, the raw data were not free
of alias. The strong northwesterly wind behind the gust
front caused aliased velocities in the small red area
marked by the white letter A in Fig. 5a.
Figure 5b shows that the aliased velocities in Fig. 5a
are corrected by the new method without any false dealiasing. Note that the elevation angle is u 5 1.38 in this
case, so the reference check goes from the smallest radial range up to r 5 80 km (for u $ 18 as explained in
section 2b). The aliased radial velocities in the small red
area (marked by white letter A) in Fig. 5a are within this
80-km-range circle, and they are corrected mainly by the
reference check in the first step, as revealed by the
partially dealiased image produced at the end of the first
step (not shown).
Figure 5c shows that the aliased velocities in Fig. 5a
are also corrected by the operational method (Eilts and
Smith 1990), but there are falsely dealiased radial velocities in the small bright-red area (marked by the white
letter A in Fig. 5c) to the east of the radar within the
50-km-range circle. Note that these falsely dealiased radial velocities are distributed along an isolated narrow
strip of scattered noisy data (as shown in Fig. 5a), and
the false dealiasing appears to begin with a few bad seed
data selected by the operational method from the scattered noisy raw data near the radar along each beam. As
mentioned in the introduction, the operational method
was designed to retain as much of the original data
coverage as possible. Because of this, the dealiased radial velocities in Fig. 5c have essentially the same coverage as the raw data in Fig. 5a. As shown in Fig. 5a,
there is a large isolated red area to the east of the radar
outside the 150-km-range circle. This area is well retained by the operational method in Fig. 5c but is flagged
by the new method and thus blackened in Fig. 5b. Clearly,
this isolated area is beyond the 80-km range for the reference check, and the gap from this area to the main data
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area (within a 150-km radial circle) is too large to pass
through for the block-to-point continuity check in the
new method.

c. Cold-front case

FIG. 5. (a) Raw level-II Doppler radial velocity image on 1.38
elevation from KINX radar at 0838 UTC 5 May 2005. (b) Dealiased radial velocity image by the new AR-VAD-based method.
(c) Dealiased radial velocity image by the operational method.
(a) The small red aliased velocity area is marked by the white letter
A. (c) The small bright-red area of false dealiasing is marked by the
white letter A. (c) The purple color shows data-void areas affected
by range folding (RF), and (a),(b) these areas are blackened for
clarity.

The new method has been also tested with real-time
radial velocity observations from the KTLX radar and
other operational WSR-88D radars under various weather
conditions. An example is shown in Figs. 6a–c, which is
a cold front case observed by the KTLX radar on 6 June
2008. Figure 6a is the image of raw radial velocities scanned
at u 5 1.38 elevation from KTLX radar at 0309 UTC
6 June 2008. The spatial resolutions of the scans were
250 m in the radial direction and 18 in the azimuthal
direction, while the Nyquist velocity was y N 5 26.0 m s21.
At this time, the frontal rainband (oriented from southwest to northeast along and ahead of the cold front) was
moving eastward and reached the radar site. The associated wind field was dominated by a strong southwesterly flow along the rainband in the lower troposphere.
This strong northwesterly flow caused aliased velocities
in the five red areas to the south and southwest of the
radar and in the four green areas to the north of the
radar (marked by the nine white letter As) in Fig. 6a.
Figure 6b shows that the aliased velocities in the five
red areas to the south and southwest of the radar and in
the nearest green area to the north of the radar in Fig. 6a
are corrected by the new method without any false dealiasing. However, the remaining three green aliased
velocity areas in Fig. 6a are flagged by the new method,
and thus blackened in Fig. 6b. Note again that the elevation angle is u 5 1.38, so the reference check goes from
the smallest radial range up to r 5 80 km. The aliased
radial velocities within this 80-km-range circle in Fig. 5a
are well corrected by the reference check in the first step
(not shown). The aliased radial velocities outside the
80-km range in the above-mentioned red areas and the
nearest green area are largely corrected by the blockto-point continuity check. The remaining three green
aliased velocity areas in Fig. 6a are beyond the 80-km
range for the reference check. The two isolated green
aliased velocity areas outside the 150-km-range circle
are obviously too far to reach for the block-to-point continuity check. The green aliased velocity area between
the 100- and 150-km-ange circles is close but not connected to the main data area (within the 100-km radial
circle). The gap between this area and the main data
area is narrow but partially filled with scattered noisy
radial velocity data, so the block-to-point continuity
check fails to pass through this gap.
Figure 6c shows that the operational method (Eilts
and Smith 1990) is able to correct the aliased velocities
in the five red areas and to correct most of the aliased
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velocities in the three green areas to the north and
northwest of the radar in Fig. 6a, but it fails to detect
the aliased velocities in the green area to northeast of the
radar outside the 150-km-range circle (marked by the
white letter A in Fig. 6c). Additionally, and more seriously, the operational method produces falsely dealiased
radial velocities over the entire 1508 sector (marked by
the white letter A in Fig. 6c) to the southeast of the radar.
In this sector, the false dealiasing is apparently caused by
bad seed data selected from the raw data nearest to the
radar along each beam. Thus, the operational method is
not ensured to be free of false dealiasing because it
tends to retain as much of the original data coverage as
possible.

d. High data quality standard required by radar
data assimilation

FIG. 6. (a) Raw level-II Doppler radial velocity image on 1.38
elevation from KTLX radar at 0309 UTC 6 Jun 2008. (b) Dealiased
radial velocity image by the new AR-VAD-based method. (c)
Dealiased radial velocity image by the operational method. (a) Nine
aliased velocity areas are marked by the nine white letter ‘‘A’’s.
(c) Three areas of false dealiasing are marked by the three white
letter ‘‘A’’s. (c) The purple color shows data-void areas affected by
RF, and (a),(b) these areas are blackened for clarity.

Radial velocity observations from the operational
WSR-88D have much higher spatial and temporal resolutions than the background resolutions provided by
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Nonhydrostatic
Mesoscale Model (NMM) predictions for the regional
data assimilation system at NCEP. Because of this, and
because of the fact that the background errors are
strongly correlated on the synoptic and mesoscale in the
three- or four-dimensional space while radar observation errors are not correlated beyond neighboring gates
or beams (Xu et al. 2007a,b), the WSR-88D observations can have significant resolution redundancy or
information redundancy for the NCEP regional data
assimilation system, or even a mesoscale data assimilation system (Xu 2007; Xu et al. 2009c). Redundant observations not only impose unnecessary computational
burdens on a data assimilation system but can also cause
the analysis to be ill conditioned. It is thus necessary to
compress the observations into fewer superobservations
(Purser et al. 2000; Liu et al. 2005b; Xu 2007). A simple
way to do this is to average the data in the volume represented by each superobservation (Alpert and Kumar
2007). Because an alias or false dealiasing error is at
least twice as large as the Nyquist velocity, and because
the error it causes in the superobservation (through
averaging) can be large but not tractable (after averaging) and can be difficult to detect, it is even more
important to ensure that the data are free of alias or
false dealiasing before the data are averaged into superobservations. This is the foremost important requirement for the new dealiasing method in this paper
because it is developed primarily for radar data assimilation applications, while many previous dealiasing
methods were developed primarily for visual and more
limited quantitative applications, as mentioned in the
introduction.
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4. Discussion and conclusions
The new AR-VAD-based dealiasing method presented in this paper is a replacement of the previous
Mod-VAD-based three-step dealiasing method in the
radar data quality control package for radar data assimilation applications at NCEP (Liu et al. 2009). Eliminating or avoiding false dealiasing is the most important
requirement for the method. To meet this requirement,
not only is the Mod-VAD replaced by the AR-VAD,
but the analysis is also restricted to not use any tilts
below 18 (or 48) for shallow (or deep) scans. In addition,
the use of VAD wind for the reference check is restricted within a 30-km radial range on the lowest tilt
(u ’ 0.58) and within an 80-km radial range on the remaining tilts, and very stringent threshold conditions are
used for alias corrections. With these major upgrades,
the new method has been successfully tested with aliased
radial velocity observations collected by operational
WSR-88D radars for many different cases (as mentioned
at the beginning of section 3).
The new method has been also tested with real-time
radial velocity observations from the KTLX radar and
other operational WSR-88D radars under various weather
conditions. The real-time tests show that the method is
capable of correcting most alias errors without false
dealiasing (see the example in Fig. 6), but it tends to
reject too many data around and above strongly sheared
inversion layers for severe winter ice storms scanned
by the VCP31 mode with the Nyquist velocity reduced
below 12 m s21 (not shown in this paper). In the latter
case (VCP31), the estimated VAD wind often cannot
pass the stringent vertical continuity check [see (1)], so
the vertical profile of the VAD wind is severely limited
below the inversion layer. Additionally, the AR-VAD
analysis is inherently limited by the VAD uniform-wind
approximation, so the VAD-produced reference radial
velocities do not have the required variability that allows most data to pass those stringent threshold conditions in the reference check [see (4)–(5)], which are
further narrowed by the reduced Nyquist velocity.
The VAD uniform-wind approximation becomes poor
or even invalid for either intense rotational winds in a
mesocyclone or hurricane core area, or for highly nonuniform winds in the vicinity of a sharp front. When a
mesocyclone or hurricane core moves into the radial
range covered by the VAD-based reference check, the
reference check tends to flag too many data in the mesocyclone or the hurricane core in the first step and
makes the block-to-point continuity check hard to correct or deflag, even though the Nyquist velocity is not
small in this case. This is an obvious limitation of the
new, or any, VAD-based method. In particular, when

the wind field is highly nonuniform (in association with
a sharp front that just passes through the radar site) and
the AR-VAD fails to produce a reference wind profile
in the first step, then the new AR-VAD-based method
fails to perform. In addition, the new method requires
adequate data coverage to perform the AR-VAD analysis, and it tends to reject isolated data areas far away
from the radar when these areas are beyond the reach of
reference check and subsequent continuity check (as seen
from the examples in Figs. 5 and 6). This is another limitation of the new method.
The problem with VCP31 scans has been also a difficult challenge for the operationally used dealiasing
technique at NWS Radar Operations Center (Burgess
and Crum 2009; Witt et al. 2009). Good progress and
initial success has been made in solving the problem with
VCP31 scans by using the alias-robust variational analysis
(Xu et al. 2009a, section 3.2) in place of the AR-VAD
analysis for the reference check (Xu et al. 2009b, section
4). This success will serve as a paradigm for solving other
above-mentioned limitations of the new method. In
particular, the alias-robust variational analysis can be
further extended and applied adaptively to various isolated data areas, even with reduced Nyquist velocities.
This approach will be explored to make the method
more powerful and adaptive to deal with each type of
difficult scenarios for not only the NWS WSR-88D radars, but also Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
airport Terminal Doppler Weather Radars (with the
Nyquist velocity reduced to about 15 m s21). Continued
effort is undertaken in this direction to further improve
the dealiasing technique in the data quality control
package dedicated for radar data assimilation applications at NCEP.
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